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SPECIFICS OF SHAFTING ALIGNMENT
FOR SHIPS IN SERVICE

ABSTRACT

Modern ships are means of transport which, during
their entire operational lifespan, need to convey cargo and/or
passengers in a safe and reliable way, without jeopardising
their safety, and with least possible adverse impacts on the
marine environment. The ship’s safety and functionality
directly depend on the reliability of her propulsion system,
the shafting being the essential unit of the system. The func-
tionality of the ship’s shafting considerably depends on its
correct installation. Installation of the ship propulsion shaft-
ing is an integral part of the overall positioning (alignment)
procedure. Shafting alignment is performed in several stages,
starting with the shaft line design, and includes calculating
the elastic line and bearing loads, installation of shafting
parts onboard ship in compliance with the calculation results,
and verifying the alignment results. Procedures are different
for ships in service and newly built ships. This paper deals
with specific features of the propulsion shafting alignment
that is carried out while a ship in service is being converted
for a general reason. Unlike a newly built ship, an existing
ship imposes additional constraints that should be dealt
with in the calculation stage of the process as well as during
shafting installation and alignment verification. A calculation
approach for ships in service is always different, having
specific features from case to case, depending on what is
changed and what remains unchanged during the conversion
of the ship. The same goes for the implementation and verifi-
cation of the achieved results. The purpose of this paper is to
underline the difference, its contribution being in suggesting
the procedure to be followed in case of conversion of an exist-
ing vessel.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The present world merchant fleet exceeds 96,000
units and 770m GT (Source: Lloyd’s Register/Fairplay –
World Fleet Statistics/ 2006). The fleet is an essential
factor in long distance international transportation of
goods and passengers, in particular with regard to the
return on investment and the environment preserva-
tion. The primary task of the merchant fleet is convey-
ing huge amounts of cargo, whether general or in bulk,
across oceans, and this directly generates the require-
ments of high reliability of the ship propulsion plant.
From a functional point of view, the ship propulsion
shafting is a very important system which, in adverse
sailing conditions, may have features of a system es-
sential for the ship’s safety. Its reliability depends,
inter alia, on its correct positioning onboard ship. The
shafting alignment includes the elastic line calcula-
tion, onboard installation and assembling of its parts
(i. e. individual shafts) in compliance with the calcula-
tion results and, finally, the verification of the
achieved condition, followed by re-alignment if neces-
sary [1-2]. The calculation determines the position of
the stern tube bearings and intermediate bearings, as
well as the propulsion engine bearings in transverse
and vertical position relative to the shafting axis.
These positions must ensure an acceptable elastic line,
as well as proper distribution of bearing reactions and
internal forces that the shafting transfers to the pro-
pulsion reduction gearbox or to the directly coupled
prime mover [3-4-5]. Calculations are used to model
the shafting with a line system of girders of varying
cross sections at a number of supports [6-7]. Bearings
can be modelled with solid supports, linear elastic sup-
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ports, or using the non-linear model of radial bearings.
As the application of the latter two models is rather
complex, today’s calculations regularly use the solid
support model [8]. It is common practice to present
the calculation results in the following way: the com-
puter program evaluates the influence coefficients for
the designed (solid support) bearing offsets (i. e. bear-
ing load change for a unit offset of this or some other
bearing), bearing reactions, displacements (deflec-
tions and slopes of the elastic line), internal forces
(bending moments and axial forces), and stresses (due
to bending, or equivalent stresses) [9-10]. The shafting
alignment verification is performed by measurements
which define the deviation of the condition achieved
upon the onboard installation from the design condi-
tion. The following steps are taken when verifying the
shafting alignment on board: measuring GAP and
SAG values at the open shaft flange connections, jack-
-up measurement of bearing reactions, and strain
gages measurement [6, 4, 11].

When dealing with the existing vessels, it fre-
quently occurs that the documentation related to the
elastic line or shafting alignment criteria are not avail-
able. It is therefore recommended, prior the ship’s
docking, i. e. while she is afloat, to de-couple flanges of
shafting sections, measure GAP and SAG, and take
these values as reference condition [12]. If the above
mentioned measurement is repeated or performed on
the ship on dock, considerable differences will be ob-
served, as alignment is to be carried out afloat. During
the construction of this very ship, the alignment was
performed by measuring GAP and SAG values at the
open flange connections; upon the installation, align-
ment was verified and adjusted by measuring bearing
reactions. After an overhaul or inspection, shaft line
sections are coupled again. The once measured SAG
and GAP values at flanges are no more in accordance
with the values defined in the technical documenta-
tion (if the latter exists altogether) or considerably dif-
fer from the values initially measured before docking.
The question is whether this new condition, which we
either cannot change or do not want to change, except
for some minor adjustments, meets the criteria defin-
ing the acceptable limits for bearing loads, deflections,
and internal forces [6, 13].

This paper presents the calculation of the initial
bearing offsets related to the measured GAP and
SAG at the open flange connections. The alignment
verification, based on computational bearing offsets
that are calculated from SAG/GAP values, will show
whether the existing condition is acceptable or not. If
the measured condition is proved unacceptable, a
minimum of modifications (subsequent adjustments
and works on board) required in order to change any
value which may have a favourable impact on the con-
dition acceptability are to be searched for.

2. CALCULATION TERMINOLOGY AND
ASSUMPTIONS

The propulsion shaft line, ready for GAP and SAG
measurement at the open flange connections, is shown
in a general way in Figure 1.

Shafting parts, i. e. separate shafts (propeller shaft,
intermediate shafts, and the like) will be called ele-
ments. Places where flanges meet will be called nodes.
The following assumptions are made:

1. Each shaft with de-coupled flanges represents a
statically determined system (Figure 2) which
moves and makes angular turn as a solid body. The
position of each shaft is determined by two sup-
ports.

2. For each shaft, offsets at the ends of the coordinate
system passing through the bearings, i. e. in the lo-
cal coordinate system x y z, , , are calculated before-
hand.

3. The deflections are small in relation to the distance
between supports. Slopes are also small, so we may
take that: sin , cosa a a» » 1.

4. Differences in diameters of flanges that are cou-
pled together may be ignored.

5. If any of the shafts after disassembling (de-cou-
pling of flanges) is not a statically determined sys-
tem (e. g. a propeller shaft with three bearings), it
is assumed that the shaft, as a solid body, has al-
ready moved in relation to its previous position.
This means that the positions of two bearings en-
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Figure 1 - Shaft line with de-coupled flanges



tirely determine the position of other shaft parts
[14].

The assumption (1) is usually met. Calculation in
(2) may be performed with the aid of a computer pro-
gram, as described in [6]. The assumptions (3) and (4)
are regularly met, whereas caution is needed when us-
ing the assumption (5); if it is not met, a major mistake
may develop. The calculation is feasible from the ship
propeller to the main engine (in Figure 1 from left to
right, common practice in new built ships) or vice-
-versa (more frequent practice in service ships) [15].

As a rule, an assembled shafting is a statically
non-determined system, whether the ship is under
construction or in service. In case of new built ships,
the common alignment calculation approach is choos-
ing (defining) offsets of all bearings, aiming at an un-
ambiguous calculation of bearing reactions and all
other values. Then these values are checked to make
sure that they meet the criteria. In case of a ship in ser-
vice, we shall start either from the measured SAG/
/GAP values at flanges, or from the measured bearing
reactions within an assembled shafting, in order to de-
termine bearing offsets necessary for the subsequent
calculation. It should be always borne in mind that nei-
ther the measured SAG/GAP values nor the mea-
sured bearing force values can determine, in an unam-
biguous way, the position of the integral shafting as a
solid body, e. g. the coordinates of the centre of the aft
flange (in Figures 1-2: left) and its angular turn with-
out deformation around the centre. The difficulty can
be overcome by freely choosing the above displace-
ment of the system as a solid body.

3. FLANGE OFFSETS EXPRESSED BY
GAP AND SAG AT FLANGES FOR AN
INDIVIDUAL NODE

For an observed node i (Figure 3) the values
of SAGi and GAPi for the defined flange diameters

d d di D i L i= = +, , 1 are calculated according to the ex-
pressions (2.1) and (2.2).

SAG w wi L i D i= -+, ,1 (2.1)
GAP di i L i D i= × -+( ), ,a a1 (2.2)
where:
w

or
wDi

Di

Li

Lia a
ü
ý
þ

ì
í
î

+

+

1

1

[mm]
[rad]

are displacements of one of

the two flanges in the global system.
The following signs are adopted: SAGi>0 if the left

flange is closer to the axis x (i. e. higher), and GAPi>0
if the rims are closer to the axis x (i. e. if the opening is
greater from the bottom side).

3.1 Transition from element i to element i+1
(i. e. from left to right):

w w SAG
GAP

d

L i D i i

L i D i
i

i

, ,

, ,

+

+

= +

= +

1

1a a
(2.3)

3.2 Transition from element i+1 to element i
(i.e. from right to left):

w w SAG
GAP

d

D i L i i

D i L i
i

i

, ,

, ,

= -

= -

+

+

1

1a a
(2.4)

4. BEARING OFFSETS EXPRESSED BY
FLANGE OFFSETS FOR AN
INDIVIDUAL ELEMENT

For individual statically determined shafting ele-
ments in de-coupled condition, we now present the
calculation procedure for determining bearing dis-
placements, as well as the deflection and slope of the
other flange, if the deflection and slope are known for
one of the flanges. As we deal here with a statically de-
termined system, the procedure is simple and easy to
understand, not requiring too much explanation.

For an observed element i of the shafting (Figure
4) the following items are calculated: deflection and
slope of the shaft as a solid body around the points L
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and D, all bearing displacements (in the global coordi-
nate system), as well as displacements of the ultimate
right and left (foremost and aftermost) flange in the
global system, starting with the following known (di-
rectly measured) values:
a) bearing position: a bi i, [mm]
b) shaft length (flanges distance): li [mm]
c) flange diameters: d dLi Di, [mm]
d) flange displacements in the local coordinate sys-

tem through bearings: x y z, , :
w wL i D i, ,; [mm]
a aL i D i, ,; [mm]

e) flange displacements in the global coordinate sys-
tem:

wL i
L i

,
,

[mm]
[rad]a

ü
ý
þ

or
wD i

D i
,
,

[mm]
[rad]a

ì
í
î

On the assumption that the displacements are sig-
nificantly smaller than the distance between the bear-
ings, it is considered that:

sin ( , ) ( , )Ð » Ðx x x x
cos ( , )Ð »x x 1

i.e. the angle bi between the axes x and x is small
enough to meet the assumption.

4.1 Transition from left to right (from flange
L, to flange D)

It is defined:
wL i, [mm] ; a L i, [mm]

It is to be determined:
wA i, [mm] ; wB i, [mm] ; wD i, [mm] ; a D i, [rad]

Deflection and slope of the shaft around the point
L as a solid body
Dwi w wL i L i= -, , [mm] (3.1)
b a ai L i L i= -, , [rad] (3.2)

Bearing displacements (in the global system)
w wA i i i i, = - ×D a b [mm] (3.3)
w w bB i i i i, = - ×D b [mm] (3.4)

Displacements of the right flange D (in the global
system)
w w w lD i D i i i i, ,= + - ×D b [mm] (3.5)
a a bD i D i i, ,= + [rad] (3.6)

4.2 Transition from right to left (from flange
D, to flange L):

It is defined:
wD i, [mm] ; a D i, [rad]

It is to be determined:
wA i, [mm] ; wB i, [mm] ; wL i, [mm] ; a L i, [rad]
Deflection and slope of the shaft around the point

D as a solid body
Dwi w wD i D i= -, , [mm] (3.7)
b a ai D i D i= -, , [rad] (3.8)

Bearing displacements (in the global system)
w w l bA i i i i i, ( )= + - ×D b [mm] (3.9)
w w l aB i i i i i, ( )= + - ×D b [mm] (3.10)

Displacements of the left flange L (in the global
system)
w w w lL i L i i i i, ,= + + ×D b [mm] (3.11)
a a bL i L i i, ,= + [rad] (3.12)
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5. DESCRIPTION OF VALUES NEEDED
FOR THE ENTIRE CALCULATION

The previously calculated bearing displacements
and the obtained deflection and slope of the flange
where these values were unknown, represent the start-
ing data for further calculation. In this way it is possi-
ble to connect gradually the front and the end part of
the entire shaft line. We should always bear in mind
that flange deflection and slope may represent inaccu-
rate values. Yet, except for measuring these values, we
usually do not have any other possibilities.

The values needed for the entire calculation can be
sorted in groups, as follows:

5.1 Individual shaft dimensions

For each element (shaft) within the system, we
need to know:
a) distance between bearing A and left end ai [mm]
b) distance between bearing B and left end bi [mm]
c) length of the element li [mm]

5.2 Displacements of the shaft ends in the
local coordinate system

For each element (shaft) in the local coordinate
system x y z, , , whose axis x passes through the bearings
A and B, the following needs to be calculated:
a) deflection of the element left end wL i, [mm]
b) slope turn of the element left end a L i, [rad]
c) deflection of the element right end wD i, [mm]
d) slope of the element right end a D i, [rad]

5.3 Diameter, GAP and SAG at the open
flange connections

For each node (place where two flanges meet), we
need to know the flange diameters. It is assumed that
the difference between diameters of the two connect-
ing flanges is negligible. It is also assumed that GAP

and SAG measurements at flanges have been carried
out onboard ship (Figure 5):
a) flange diameter d i [mm]
b) SAG SAGi [mm]
c) GAP GAPi [mm]

The positive direction of displacements and angu-
lar turn is determined by the global right rectangular
system x z y, , . Positive GAP and SAG values are
shown in Figure 5 [4, 11].

6. SELECTION OF A GLOBAL
COORDINATE SYSTEM AND THE
CALCULATION OF THE RELATED
BEARING OFFSETS

The purpose of this section is to choose the posi-
tion of the global coordinate system and determine
the bearing positions and offsets within the system,
which allows the application of the calculation proce-
dure for a ship in service to the new built one. If the
calculation is performed from left to right, the global
axis x is initially set in the local axis x of the element ¹

1. Node and bearing offsets of all the elements are cal-
culated within the global coordinate system, conclud-
ing with the right end of the element ¹ 1. If the calcu-
lation is performed from right to left, the global axis x
is initially set in the local axis x of the element ¹ n.
The node and bearing offsets of all the elements are
calculated within the global coordinate system, con-
cluding with the left end of the element ¹ 1.

In order to show the final results (in reference to
bearing displacement and, if need be, flange displace-
ments), we can retain the above mentioned global sys-
tem or introduce a new system, by selecting two bear-
ings L1 and L2 through which a new global axis x
passes, as follows: may bearing displacements be cal-
culated for each element: wA i, [mm] ; wB i, [mm],
along with deflections wL i, [mm], wD i, [mm], and
slopes a L i, [rad] and a D i, [rad] at the ends in the old
(initially selected) global coordinated system. The se-
lected bearing displacements in the old global system,
where the bearing L1 lies to the right of the bearing L2,
are: wL1 [mm] and wL2 [mm].

For each bearing, the axial position (abscissa) is
calculated in the old global system. The abscissa is
valid in the new system as well:

x a lAi i j
j

i
= +

=

=
å

1

1
[mm] (5.1)

x b lBi i j
j

i
= +

=

=
å

1

1
[mm] (5.2)

The bearing displacements in the new global coor-
dinate system x y z' ' ' (Figure 6) are:

¢ = - + - × ¢w w w x xAi Ai L Ai L1 1( ) b (5.3)
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Figure 5 - GAP and SAG at open flange connections



¢ = - + - × ¢w w w x xBi Bi L Bi L1 1( ) b (5.4)
where: b¢= -( ) / ,w w lL L L L1 2 1 2 is a positive direction
according to Figure 6; l x xL L L L1 2 2 1 0, = - >

Using this simple method, expressions (5.3) and
(5.4) are used for calculating the displacements of all
bearings of the completely assembled shafting, on the
basis of SAG/GAP measurements at the open flange
connections. The above displacements are used in fur-
ther calculation by suitable programs, e. g. those in
[6-8], designed for calculating values related to bear-
ing reactions, deformations, and internal forces, which
can be compared to the criteria of acceptability.

7. EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION TO A
SIMPLE SHAFTING

A simple shafting consists of a propeller shaft and
a gear shaft, with a total of five bearings, as shown in
Figure 7.

The following values are known in this case:
wL, áL – deflection and slope of the propeller

shaft flange,
SAG, GAP – sagging and opening at de-coupled

flanges.
Values wL, áL are determined by a separate calcu-

lation for a de-coupled propeller shaft on three sup-
ports (in its bearings), performed by a suitable pro-
gram according to [6-8]. SAG and GAP values are ei-
ther measured onboard before dry-docking, or speci-
fied by design documentation.

We shall present the procedure for calculating
bearing offsets w4 and w5, to meet the needs of the cal-
culation of a fully assembled shaft line, and the com-
parison with the criteria of acceptability.

From the expressions of SAG and GAP at flanges:

SAG w wD L= - (6.1)

GAP D D L= × -( )a a (6.2)

the deflection and slope of the right (forward) flange,
i. e. propulsion gearbox shaft flange are determined:

w w SAGD L= + (6.3)

a aD L
GAP

D
= + (6.4)

The calculation has to determine bearing displace-
ments w4 and w5. For this purpose we should consider
the output gearbox shaft being moved to the position
of the bearing displacements w4, and its subsequent
rotation by angle â around bearing 4 in order to
achieve value w5 in bearing 5. The displacements w4
and w5 are measured in the reference coordinate sys-
tem, selected for the left part of the shafting.

When the bearing displacements are w4=w5=0,
the deflection at flange D is wD0 and its slope is áD0.
These are the known values, obtained by calculating
the statically determined system of the output gearbox
shaft with two bearings. The displacement values w4
and w5 are unknown.

The geometric relations shown in Figure 8 clearly
show that the following applies to the displacements
that are small in relation to the distance between the
bearings:
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tan b b
l

» =
-w w4 5

5
(6.5)

Furthermore:

w w w w w wD D- = + = + × -0 4 4 4
4

5
4 5l b

l

l
tan ( )

(6.6)

a a
l lD D w- = + -

æ

è
çç

ö

ø
÷÷0

5
4

5

1 1
(6.7)

The unknown bearing displacements w4 and w5 are
determined by a 2-equation system:

w
w

w wD D
D

4
5

4

5

4

5

5 5

0
1

1 1
ì
í
î

ü
ý
þ

=
+ -

-

é

ë

ê
ê
ê

ù

û

ú
ú
ú
× -

-

l

l

l

l

l l

a a D0

ì
í
î

ü
ý
þ

(6.8)

Solutions of the equation system (6.8) are:
w w wD D D D4 0 4 0= - - × -l a a( ) (6.9)
w w wD D D D5 0 4 5 0= - - + × -( ) ( )l l a a (6.10)

Owing to the above procedure, we have calculated
the previously unknown values of the displacements
w4 and w5. These are to be used for further calculation
of the fully assembled shafting as a statically non-de-
termined system with 5 supports, aided by a suitable
computer program, e. g. the one described in [6-8],
with the purpose of verifying whether the criteria of
acceptability have been met.

The specific values obtained for a real-life calcula-
tion case, shown in a general way in Figure 7 are pre-
sented more appropriately in Table 1.

It should be noted that very small values of deflec-
tion wD0 and slope âD0 for the output shaft indicate its
relatively great stiffness, which is common in practice.
The final displacement and angular turn values are in-
deed obtained by moving and rotating the output shaft
as a solid body.

8. DISCUSSION

The procedure of aligning the propulsion shaft line
for ships in service differs considerably from the pro-
cedure performed on a new built ship, in all stages:
calculation, assembling, and verification. The only
common feature is that in both cases the final verifica-
tion is to be carried out afloat. Designing the elastic
line of the propulsion shafting of a new built ship is
subject only to the constraints resulting from the phys-
ics of the very procedure, described in detail in the
available literature [1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 15]. For in-
stance, all bearings must have reactions directed up-
wards; they must not be overloaded; the shafting must
not transfer excessive internal forces (transverse
forces and bending moment onto gearbox flange or di-
rectly-coupled engine); the greatest acceptable bear-
ing offsets are limited by their clearance, etc. Varying
and selection of certain calculation values aimed at
meeting the criteria and constraints, are simple and, as
a rule, feasible without difficulties, because the real
ship has not been constructed yet: it exists only in its
technical documentation (drawings). The conversion
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Figure 8 - Displacement and angular turn of the output gearbox shaft

Table 1 - Presentation of the real-case results

outset values calculation results

SAG = -0.1 mm

GAP = -0.05 mm

wL = 0.9796 mm

aL = -0.3988 mm/m

D = 320 mm

wD = 0.8796 mm

aD = -0.5551 mm/m

wD0 = 0.192·10-4 mm

aD0 = 0.805·10-3 mm/m

l3 = 241 mm

l4 = 359 mm

w3 = 1.014 mm

w4 = 1.213 mm



(overhaul) of an actually existing service ship propul-
sion shafting is always subject to additional con-
straints, resulting from the decisions regarding what,
how, and why a ship part is to be changed (bearings
and/or shafting, and/or gearbox/engine position due to
installation of a new gearbox/engine), and what is to
be left unchanged. This paper proposes the procedure
for gradual de-coupling of shaft line flanges, and mea-
surement of SAG and GAP values as references for
the calculated condition after overhauling, prior to
any other works onboard when afloat and prior to
dry-docking. If need be, even during the stage when
the ship is afloat, before overhauling, we can measure
the values of the accessible bearing reactions, which
may be as well useful for the forthcoming calculation,
as SAG and GAP may be insufficiently accurate. Gen-
erally speaking, the basic idea is to de-couple the
shafting into statically determined elements, take the
position of the foremost or aftermost end as a refer-
ence and, using the measured SAG and GAP values,
determine the bearing positions of all other elements
in relation to the initially selected (fore or aft) end of
the system. The obtained bearing displacements are to
be entered into the suitable computer program for cal-
culating the shafting alignment (computer program
not being the subject of this paper as it is described in
other papers listed below). Then we are to find out
whether the obtained condition, and the respective
values that have been measured, meet the calculation
criteria. After that, using the calculation, we need to
adjust the values of bearing displacement of other
de-coupled statically determined system elements, so
that the calculation of the fully-assembled condition
could meet all the requirements of the criteria of ac-
ceptability.

Then the assembling (connecting) of individual el-
ements must be carried out in compliance with the cal-
culated (not initially measured) SAG/GAP values.

A likely objection that the presented procedure is
not accurate enough, as it is based on SAG and GAP
values, can be repudiated, given the fact that de-cou-
pling of the shafting and measurement at open flange
connections is often the only feasible procedure in
onboard practice. Namely, it regularly occurs that
some of the bearings are not accessible for direct mea-
surement of their reactions. Upon the completion of
conversion works, it is possible to check reactions at
the accessible shafting bearings, and adjust their values
in compliance with the calculation, by lifting/lowering
as described in [6], prior to the final setting of the very
bearing supports (customised metal supports, or sup-
ports cast in resin such as Epocast). Such an approach
makes sense as the elastic line is determined along
with all the respective values.

It is essential that the final verification and adjust-
ment of the obtained bearing reactions are conducted

afloat after all overhaul work is done, with the fully as-
sembled shafting, and the still adjustable height of
bearings where the reactions will be measured.

9. CONCLUSION

The reliability of shafting, hence the reliability of
the very ship as a means of transport and as a complete
system, depends considerably on the correct installa-
tion of the shafting.

This paper proposes the procedure for gradual
de-coupling of shaft line flanges, and measurement of
SAG and GAP values as references for the calculated
condition after overhauling, prior to any other works
onboard when afloat and prior to dry-docking.

Given the fact that SAG/GAP measurements are
usually not sufficiently accurate, the final assessment
of the obtained elastic line is to be performed by direct
measurement of bearing reactions at accessible shaft-
ing bearings, their comparison with the calculated val-
ues, and their adjustment by lifting and lowering cer-
tain bearings, in order to achieve the calculated val-
ues.

Future efforts should address in more detail the
approaches to likely specific real-life cases (replace-
ment of worn-out bearings, replacement of a shafting
when cracks are identified, replacement of a propul-
sion engine/gearbox by the one having different di-
mensions and features, etc.). Due to the need for gen-
erality in the present paper and the intention of re-
maining focused on a principled approach to all the
above cases, the specific cases and approaches have
not been discussed here.
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SAÃETAK

POSEBNOSTI CENTRACIJE VODA VRATILA ZA
BRODOVE U SLUÃBI

Suvremeni brodovi su prometna sredstva koja tijekom cije-
loga svog uporabnog vijeka moraju sigurno i pouzdano obav-
ljati svoju temeljnu zadaæu prijevoza tereta i/ili putnika, ne
ugroãavajuæi pri tome njihovu sigurnost, uz najmanji moguæi
nepovoljan utjecaj na pomorski okoliš. Sigurnost i funkcional-
nost broda izravno ovisi o pouzdanosti njegovoga porivnog sus-
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tava, kojega je temeljni sklop vod vratila. Funkcionalnost brod-
skoga voda vratila znaèajno ovisi o njegovu pravilnom pola-
ganju na brodu. Polaganje voda vratila brodskoga porivnog
sustava obavlja se slijedom cjelovitoga postupka postrojavanja
(centracije). Centracija voda vratila obavlja se u nekoliko
koraka polazeæi od projektiranoga voda vratila: proraèun elas-
tiène linije s optereæenjem le�ajeva, ugradnja dijelova voda
vratila na brodu slijedom rezultata proraèuna, te provjera pos-
tignutog stanja. Postupak je razlièit za postojeæi brod u slu�bi
od onoga za novogradnju. Ovaj se rad bavi posebnostima
postupka centracije porivnog voda vratila za brod u slu�bi, koji
se provodi tijekom njegove preinake. Za razliku od novo-
gradnje, na brodu u slu�bi postoje dopunska ogranièenja koja
èesto treba zadovoljiti, kako u proraèunskoj fazi postupka,
tako i tijekom njegove provjere i provedbe na brodu. Pristup je
proraèunu drugaèiji na brodu u slu�bi, sa svojim posebnostima
od sluèaja do sluèaja, ovisno o tome što se tijekom preinake
mijenja, a što ostaje. Isto vrijedi za provedbu i za provjeru
postignutoga stanja. Svrha je rada ukazati na ovu razliku, a
njegov doprinos u prijedlogu postupka kojega valja slijediti u
opæem sluèaju preinake postojeæega broda.
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